
Language Arts 503

LightUnit Overview
Penmanship: Copying Bible verses from the Old Testament.

Spelling: Section 1 – words that have to do with plants
Section 2 – words that have to do with the senses
Section 3 – words with the j sound

Creative Writing: Students write a personal narrative in Section 3. Read pages 60 and 86,
87 in On Teaching Writing for more help in teaching this project. A mini-lesson on “Starting
off”(page 84) could be helpful in relation to this assignment.

Section 1
1. To Make Nouns Plural
2. More Possessive Pronouns; Adjective or Noun?
3. Apostrophes and Contractions; Diagramming Contractions;

Apostrophes and Pronouns
4. Never, Not, and n’t
5. Review and Quiz 1

Extra Activity: Dictionary Search

Section 2
6. Future-Tense Verbs
7. Subject Pronouns; Diagramming Subject Pronouns
8. Topic Sentences
9. Specific Synonyms; Personal Narrative
10. Review and Quiz 2

Section 3
11. Starting Your Personal Narrative
12. Writing Your Story
13. Finishing Your Narrative
14. Self Check

Review for the Test
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503 SECTION 1
Words to Spell – This list appears on page 4 (Lesson 1) in the LightUnit.

transplant thistle blossom seedling decrease
irrigate oasis nature alfalfa season
cultivate humidity fertilize root cabbage
surface shrub increase sprout growth

Lesson 1 To Make Nouns Plural (Pages 1-5)

Objectives: to review four rules for forming plural nouns; to identify exceptions to the rules

Review these rules covered in 501:
• To form the plurals of most singular nouns, add s.
• To form the plurals of singular nouns ending in s, x, z, ch, or sh, add es.
• To form the plurals of singular nouns ending in a consonant and y, change the y to i
and add es.
• To form the plurals of singular nouns ending in a vowel and y, add s.

Penmanship Focus: writing the spelling words for Section 1

Make sure students have emptied their folders from LightUnit 502.

Spelling Focus: writing spelling words for pronunciations and definitions

Read the spelling words together as a class.

Lesson 2 More Possessive Pronouns (Pages 5-10)

Objectives: to identify five possessive pronouns that are not used as adjectives; to decide
whether a possessive pronoun is used as an adjective or as a pronoun in a sentence

Use the chalkboard to categorize the pronouns used as adjectives and those used as
pronouns. Explain that his can be either. Write sample sentences on the board. Insist that the
students memorize the pronouns with the categories to which they belong.

Adjective or Noun?

Objective: to decide, from its usage in the sentence, whether a possessive noun is used as an
adjective or as a noun

This concept can be confusing. The rule says that in a sentence like Arlene’s is the
biggest bedroom in the house, Arlene’s is a noun because of its function. However, one could
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argue that it is still an adjective modifying the understood noun bedroom. Arlene’s (bedroom) is
the biggest bedroom in the house. It’s a fascinating problem, but stick to the rule and call it a
noun.

Penmanship Focus: copying Joshua 1:9

Remind students to use quotation marks.

Spelling Focus: filling in blanks; writing sentences and words to fit the definitions

Have students verbally alphabetize the list of spelling words. Call on a different student
to give each word.

Lesson 3 Apostrophes and Contractions (Pages 10-15)

Objectives: to review the term contraction; to review placement of the apostrophe in contractions

Diagramming Contractions

Objective: to correctly diagram sentences containing contractions

Apostrophes and Pronouns

Objective: to learn that possessive pronouns never have an apostrophe

Review the pronouns with the categories to which they belong. Don’t forget his.

Many people—even grown-ups who should know better—violate this rule. They write
it’s when they should write its and insert apostrophes into many words that don’t need them.
Challenge your students to write these words correctly.

Penmanship Focus: copying Isaiah 12:2

Spelling Focus: writing sentences; filling in blanks

Have students look through nature or gardening magazines or books to see how many
spelling words they can find.

Lesson 4 Never, Not, and n’t (Pages 15-19)

Objectives: to learn that never, not, and n’t are always adverbs; to diagram them

The contraction n’t may be tricky as it is connected to another word. Be sure to look for
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the verb first, then the adverbs.

Penmanship Focus: copying Lamentations 3:22, 23

Define any words with which students are unfamiliar. Discuss the verse.

Spelling Focus: writing spelling words for sets of consonants

Have students write the spelling words in alphabetical order.

Lesson 5 Review and Quiz 1 (Pages 19, 20; 61, 62)

Spelling Quiz for Section 1
1. oasis 5. cultivate 9. cabbage 13. shrub 17. surface
2. increase 6. root 10. growth 14. fertilize 18. alfalfa
3. season 7. humidity 11. transplant 15. irrigate 19. thistle
4. nature 8. blossom 12. decrease 16. seedling 20. sprout

Extra Activity: Students will answer questions about their dictionaries.

503 SECTION 2
Words to Spell – This list appears on page 24 (Lesson 6) in the LightUnit.

salty giggle inhale hazy sparkling
scream tickle bumpy taste aroma
bright sour cool gruff shiny
fragrance whimper slippery bitter perfume

Lesson 6 Future-Tense Verbs (Pages 20-25)

Objectives: to review the tenses of verbs; to identify will and shall as future-tense verbs.

Using story papers or other short stories, have students circle any future-tense verbs.

Penmanship Focus: writing the Section 2 spelling words

Spelling Focus: writing antonyms and synonyms; replacing underlined words; writing sen-
tences

Read the spelling words together as a class.
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Lesson 7 Subject Pronouns (Pages 26-30)

Objectives: to review the function of subject pronouns; to use subject pronouns correctly

Review pronouns and subjects.

Diagramming Subject Pronouns

Objective: to diagram subject pronouns

Do some examples on the chalkboard.

Penmanship Focus: copying Jeremiah 33:3

This verse is sometimes referred to as “God’s telephone number.”

Check your students’ writing. Are the words and sentences spaced properly?

Have students make small mottoes or bookmarks by writing the verse on white paper
and gluing it to a colored paper background.

Spelling Focus: writing spelling words for root words; writing sentences; writing words to
replace underlined words

Have students list the spelling words and write one or more synonyms for each.

Lesson 8 Topic Sentences (Pages 30-35)

Objectives: to define and identify topic sentences; to write topic sentences for suggested para-
graphs

Make sure your students notice the word usually in the definition: A topic sentence is
usually the first sentence of the paragraph. Together as a class, find the topic sentences in
Nos. 6-8 on pages 31, 32.

Give students several paragraphs without topic sentences and let them write topic sen-
tences.

Unity in Paragraphs

Objective: to identify sentences that do not maintain unity

Give examples or let them make up unity-destroying sentences for Nos. 1-3.
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Penmanship Focus: copying Deuteronomy 8:5, 6

Have students write a definition for chasteneth or tell about a time he was chastened
by a parent, teacher, or other authority figure.

Spelling Focus: writing spelling words to fit lists; alphabetizing; writing spelling words in
Bible verses

Students should use the King James Version for Numbers 44-46 if possible. Other ver-
sions may provide context clues for the student to choose the correct spelling word.

Lesson 9 Specific Synonyms (Pages 35-40)

Objective: to identify and choose specific words

Review the term specific.

Create an interest in words. The English language has an exciting, almost limitless
variety. You may want to do several of the activities together—e.g. listing on the board all the
synonyms for good or nice or high you can think of.

Have students learn and use a new word every day for a week, keeping a list of the
words they learn. You could have them do this individually or together as a class activity.

Personal Narrative

Objectives: to define the term personal narrative; to choose an incident to write about

Penmanship Focus: copying Isaiah 26:3, 4

How are students doing in shaping their letters?

Spelling Focus: categorizing the spelling words; correcting misspelled words

Lesson 10 Review and Quiz 2 (Pages 40; 63, 64)

Spelling Quiz for Section 2
1. shiny 5. sparkling 9. bitter 13. aroma 17. bumpy
2. inhale 6. perfume 10. hazy 14. salty 18. slippery
3. bright 7. tickle 11. whimper 15. fragrance 19. giggle
4. taste 8. scream 12. sour 16. gruff 20. cool
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503 SECTION 3
Words to Spell – This list appears on page 44 (Lesson 11) in the LightUnit.

jungle edge ridge damage dodge
bandage geography fidget badge range
fudge jumble jury dingy junior
smudge refugee generous village pledge

Lesson 11 Starting Your Personal Narrative (Pages 41-45)

Objective: to cluster ideas for the personal narrative

Review this process by clustering an idea together as a class.

Penmanship Focus: writing the spelling words for Section 3

Spelling Focus: categorizing words with the j sound; writing synonyms; writing sentences

Read the spelling words together. Students may need a dictionary for Nos. 29-36.

Define the spelling words together as a class.

Lesson 12 Writing Your Story (Pages 45-49)

Objectives: to define accurate and exaggeration; to write the rough draft of a personal narrative

Review what a rough draft is.

Be sure the student uses his ideas from the clustering in Lesson 11.

Students may want to draw a picture to go with their stories.

Penmanship Focus: copying Jeremiah 32:17

Spelling Focus: filling in blanks with the spelling words

Play “spelling-word round-robin.” Beginning with the first word in the list, read a
spelling word, then call on someone to give you a sentence using the word. That student then
reads the next word and calls on another student to give a sentence.
Variation: The student reads his word and gives a sentence using it. He calls on another stu-

dent, who then takes the next word.
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Lesson 13 Finishing Your Narrative (Pages 49-54)

Objective: to revise and write the final copy of the narrative

Let students take turns reading their stories to the class.

Penmanship Focus: copying 1 Chronicles 29:11

Define any difficult words.

Spelling Focus: identifying and writing spelling words; alphabetizing

Lesson 14 Self Check (Pages 54-56)

You may use the self check as an evaluative tool to see what areas your students need to
study more. To use it this way, have them take it without studying or reviewing. Or you may
use it more as a review for the LightUnit Test. To use it this way, let students prepare for tak-
ing it by studying beforehand.

Spelling Quiz for Section 3
1. dingy 5. jury 9. junior 13. fidget 17. dodge
2. range 6. ridge 10. edge 14. generous 18. pledge
3. jungle 7. village 11. geography 15. fudge 19. damage
4. smudge 8. bandage 12. badge 16. jumble 20. refugee

Review for the Test (Page 57)

The checklist tells students what they need to know for the test. Students who do well on the
self check probably don’t need this review.

LightUnit Test 503

Spelling Words for LightUnit Test 503
See Appendix E for sentences to use with these words.
1. village 7. hazy 13. nature 19. jury 25. blossom
2. irrigate 8. smudge 14. fragrance 20. decrease 26. pledge
3. sparkling 9. sour 15. jumble 21. slippery 27. fudge
4. inhale 10. shiny 16. giggle 22. dingy 28. sprout
5. junior 11. growth 17. season 23. surface 29. thistle
6. humidity 12. bright 18. generous 24. damage 30. aroma

If a student needs to retake the test, you may copy Alternate LightUnit Test 503 from
Appendix D. This covers the same concepts as the regular LightUnit Test.
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Language Arts 504

LightUnit Overview
Penmanship: Writing an assortment of lists

Spelling: Section 1: words associated with buildings
Section 2: words associated with the body and health
Section 3: words associated with art and color

Creative Writing: Suggested writing project for LightUnit 504: Choose one or more of the
projects on page 116 of On Teaching Writing.
Check pages 87, 88 for ideas related to Lesson 13.
Just for fun, try one or more of the “Mini-Lessons That Play With Words and Writing” on

pages 89-92.
Check out students’ writing notebooks again, and do whatever is necessary to keep them

enthusiastic and writing.

Section 1
1. Books, Magazines, and Newspapers
2. Subjects After the Verb
3. Using the Dictionary; Synonyms in a Dictionary
4. Verb Phrases; Verb Phrase or Compound Verb?
5. Review and Quiz 1

Extra Activity: School Supplies

Section 2
6. Homophone or Homograph?
7. Apostrophes in Possessive Nouns
8. To Avoid Misreading, Use a Comma
9. Double Negatives; Anywhere, Everywhere
10. Review and Quiz 2

Section 3
11. Irregular Verbs
12. What’s That You Say?
13. The Story Behind the Word
14. Self Check

Review for the Test
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504 SECTION 1
Words to Spell – This list appears on page 4 (Lesson 1) in the LightUnit.

trailer lodge gazebo shingles foundation
palace attic pillar material skyscraper
elevator college gable apartment concrete
clinic marble furnace addition dome

Lesson 1 Books, Magazines, and Newspapers (Pages 1-5)

Objective: to capitalize and underline titles of books, magazines, and newspapers

Penmanship Focus: writing the spelling words for Section 1

Have students emptied their folders from LightUnit 503?

Spelling Focus: matching spelling words with definitions and filling in blanks

Read the spelling words together.

Let students browse through books showing various types of buildings. If you have sev-
eral books, let them compare the differing designs and styles of buildings.

Lesson 2 Subjects After the Verb (Pages 5-10)

Objectives: to identify subjects located after the verb; to identify the subjects of sentences begin-
ning with here or there

Do some examples on the chalkboard.

Penmanship Focus: listing eight things that are round

Students may list more than eight if time allows. Or you could set a timer for a speci-
fied amount of time while they list as many round things as possible.

Spelling Focus: writing synonyms and sentences; filling in blanks to complete sentences

Have students match the buildings from the spelling word list with people who might
occupy them.
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Lesson 3 Using the Dictionary (Pages 10-15)

Objective: to use the dictionary to find parts of speech

Look at a dictionary with the students. Explain the abbreviations for the parts of
speech. Point out pronunciations for different parts of speech for words.

Example: wind (wind) noun; wind (w8nd) verb

Synonyms in a Dictionary

Objective: to find synonyms in a dictionary

A good thesaurus is a better place to look for synonyms than a dictionary, but students
should know that dictionaries give some synonyms. Show them how to find them.

Penmanship Focus: listing eight things they can hear

Students may list things they hear at the moment or things that make noise.

Let students go outdoors or to another location for a specific amount of time to list the
things they hear.

Spelling Focus: decoding spelling words in rows of letters

Lesson 4 Verb Phrases (Pages 15-20)

Objectives: to define verb phrase; to identify verb phrases in sentences

Verb Phrase or Compound Verb?

Objective: to distinguish between a verb phrase and a compound verb

Use the chalkboard to help show the difference between verb phrases and compound
verbs. Give examples of how each is diagrammed.

Penmanship Focus: listing eight parts of the body

Spelling Focus: correcting misspelled spelling words; writing sentences; alphabetizing words
beginning with c

Have students write all the spelling words in alphabetical order.
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Lesson 5 Review and Quiz 1 (Pages 20, 21; 61, 62)

Spelling Quiz for Section 1
1. pillar 5. attic 9. marble 13. furnace 17. gazebo
2. trailer 6. elevator 10. material 14. clinic 18. shingles
3. addition 7. foundation 11. skyscraper 15. apartment 19. college
4. concrete 8. palace 12. lodge 16. gable 20. dome

Extra Activity: Unscrambling words to name school supplies.

504 SECTION 2
Words to Spell – This list appears on page 25 (Lesson 6) in the LightUnit.

miracle cough strength complain system
examination disease tissue temperature freckles
shiver ache tonsils measles ouch
exercise touch recover sneeze swell

Lesson 6 Homophone or Homograph? (Pages 22-25)

Objectives: to define homophone and homograph; to identify homophones and homographs in
sentences

Let students look for homophones and homographs in a story.

Penmanship Focus: writing the Section 2 spelling words

Spelling Focus: writing spelling words for pronunciations, definitions, and synonyms

Read the words together in class.

Lesson 7 Apostrophes in Possessive Nouns (Pages 26-29)

Objective: to review the rules for writing singular and possessive nouns

Review the term possessive and the rules for forming possessive nouns.

Penmanship Focus: writing the names of eight vegetables

Students may use an encyclopedia if they cannot think of eight vegetables.

Have students list vegetables that begin with a given letter.
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Spelling Focus: writing spelling words in blanks to complete sentences

Have students write each spelling word in a sentence.

Lesson 8 To Avoid Misreading, Use a Comma (Pages 30-34)

Objective: to use commas in sentences to avoid misreading

Have students listen for and write down sentences that could be misread.

Penmanship Focus: writing the names of eight insects

Allow the student to use the encyclopedia if necessary.

Make sure their lists consist of insects, not just any bugs.

Have students write a brief paragraph about an insect they list.

Spelling Focus: writing spelling words for root words; filling in blanks to complete a story

Have students look for spelling words in a health book, magazine, or other paper.

Lesson 9 Double Negatives (Pages 34-39)

Objective: to correctly use negative words in sentences

Emphasize the need to use proper grammar. Many people haven’t learned to speak
properly or do not care how they speak. Require your students to use correct grammar.

Give each student a bag of fifteen dried beans. Each time they “catch” someone using a
double negative, that person must give a bean to the one who “caught” him.

Anywhere, Everywhere

Objective: to learn not to add s to words such as anywhere or everywhere

Have the students listen for other students who use the words from the lesson incorrect-
ly. When someone is “caught,” he must correctly write the word he used incorrectly ten times.

Penmanship Focus: writing the names of eight fruits

Let students categorize fruits according to color or size.
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Spelling Focus: categorizing spelling words according to syllables; writing rhyming words;
using the same word in five different sentences

Lesson 10 Review and Quiz 2 (Pages 39, 40; 63, 64)

Spelling Quiz for Section 2
1. tissue 5. temperature 9. shiver 13. examination 17. touch
2. recover 6. cough 10. swell 14. tonsils 18. measles
3. ache 7. system 11. disease 15. sneeze 19. strength
4. freckles 8. ouch 12. miracle 16. exercise 20. complain

SECTION 3
Words to Spell –This list appears on page 43 (Lesson 11) in the LightUnit.

scene gallery arrange charcoal shade
artist balloon canvas mottoes position
frame crayon painting easel gaze
tint depth pastel prettiest clash

Lesson 11 Irregular Verbs (Pages 40-44)

Objective: to correctly use the irregular verbs rise, drink, think, lie, beat

Review these irregular verbs the students have learned.

Penmanship Focus: writing the Section 3 spelling words

Spelling Focus: replacing pronunciations with spelling words; suffixes; definitions
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ring rang () rung
know knew () known
hide hid () hidden
give gave () given
sing sang () sung
take took () taken
speak spoke () spoken
see saw () seen
shake shook () shaken
eat ate () eaten

come came () come
do did () done
go went () gone
fall fell () fallen
bite bit () bitten
choose chose () chosen
say said () said
sink sank () sunk
hold held () held
lose lost () lost

grow grew () grown
draw drew () drawn
buy bought () bought
write wrote () written
blow blew () blown
freeze froze () frozen
run ran () run
steal stole () stolen
wear wore () worn



Read the spelling words together as a class. Describe any words that they do not know.
Show pictures or have actual items ready for the student to look at.

Arrange for a visit to an art gallery. If you know of an artist that would be willing to
visit your school, let him demonstrate the use of the items.

Lesson 12 What’s That You Say? (Pages 44-49)

Objectives: to learn not to use a noun and pronoun together as a subject, not to use here and
there as noun signals, and not to use ain’t

Let students listen for improper usage of the rules. Whenever someone is “caught,” he
must repeat his sentence, correcting his mistake.

Penmanship Focus: write the names of the months of spring and fall

Spelling Focus: writing spelling words with double consonants; writing sentences; writing
words in blanks to complete sentences; writing spelling words containing
smaller words

Have students write a story using the spelling words.

Lesson 13 The Story Behind the Word (Pages 49-54)

Objective: to learn histories of several common words

Discovering where words in our language originate can be fascinating. We use words
without thinking about their origin. Some words have a slang background; others come from
other cultures; still others come from inventions or occupations. The English language is indeed
a “melting pot” of other languages.

Before class, have several old dictionaries on hand. Let the student compare the old dic-
tionaries with the current ones. Many words have been added. Some words or definitions will
have become obsolete. The Oxford English Dictionary gives the history of every entry word.

Have the students research to find the history of a word of their choice or a word you
give them to find. Make sure the word is on their level and not too difficult.

Penmanship Focus: writing the names of the months of summer and winter

Spelling Focus: writing spelling words hidden in a series of letters; writing sentences
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Lesson 14 Self Check (Pages 54-57)

You may use the self check as an evaluative tool to see what areas your students need to
study more. To use it this way, have them take it without studying or reviewing. Or you may
use it more as a review for the LightUnit Test. To use it this way, let students prepare for tak-
ing it by studying beforehand.

Spelling Quiz for Section 3
1. balloon 5. depth 9. artist 13. canvas 17. pastel
2. scene 6. prettiest 10. gallery 14. frame 18. arrange
3. position 7. shade 11. painting 15. charcoal 19. crayon
4. mottoes 8. gaze 12. clash 16. tint 20. easel

Review for the Test (Page 58)

The checklist tells students what they need to know for the test. Students who do well on the
self check probably don’t need this review.

LightUnit Test 504

Spelling Words for LightUnit Test 504
See Appendix E for sentences using these words.
1. system 7. furnace 13. temperature 19. easel 25. tissue
2. gallery 8. disease 14. pillar 20. strength 26. shingles
3. college 9. arrange 15. apartment 21. elevator 27. tonsils
4. ache 10. cough 16. position 22. crayon 28. depth
5. charcoal 11. trailer 17. exercise 23. mottoes 29. material
6. skyscraper 12. scene 18. miracle 24. attic 30. balloon

If a student needs to retake the test, you may copy Alternate LightUnit Test 504 from
Appendix D. This covers the same concepts as the regular LightUnit Test.
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